Multi-port USB Chargers

Due to general safety concerns and for the well-being of all residents, guests and University property, the use of multi-port USB chargers in the apartments is prohibited. If you have a multi-port USB charger, it must be removed from your unit.

Frequently Asked Questions (FAQs):
1. Why are multi-port USB charging devices prohibited?
   - The Consumer Product Safety Commission lists a multitude of these types of devices that have been recalled due to safety concerns. Multi-port USB charging devices create heat and tend to transfer heat to the devices being charged, causing an electrical fire hazard.
2. What if my multi-plug USB charger is UL-approved and/or has a built-in circuit breaker?
   - All multi-plug USB chargers are prohibited, regardless of UL-approval or presence of a circuit breaker.
Did you know that you can have your Amazon orders sent to UT campus at the Gregory Gym lockers? Visit https://utexas.amazon.com/ to find out more information!

Anyone with a valid UT EID can ship their Amazon orders to Amazon@UTexas

**How Do I Ship To Amazon@UTexas?**
- Visit utexas.amazon.com and click ‘Activate’ to enable shipping to our location
- Select ‘add to shipping addresses’ to add Amazon@UTexas to your address book
- Select 'Amazon@UTexas' at checkout

**Why Would I Ship To Amazon@UTexas Rather Than To My Apartment?**
- Safe and secure location—no more missing packages
- Prevent delivery delays as packages go straight from distribution centers
- Free One-Day pickup for millions of items sold on Amazon.com

**Does Shipping To Amazon@UTexas Cost The Same As Shipping To My Address?**
- Shipping to Amazon@UTexas costs the same as shipping to your address
- Prime and Prime Student members can receive Free One-Day Pickup on millions of items when they place their orders before 10pm and ship to Amazon@UTexas

**Is There A Size Limit To What I Can Ship To Amazon@UTexas?**
- Large items or items that require a scheduled delivery cannot be shipped to our location, but Amazon will notify you before you select your shipping address.

Visit utexas.amazon.com and click ‘Activate’ to enable shipping

**Pick Up Hours**

**Fall/Spring Semester**
- 9am - 9pm Monday - Friday
- 12pm - 9pm Saturday-Sunday

**Summer**
- 9am-7pm Monday-Friday
- 12pm-7pm Saturday-Sunday

Packages are held for up to five (5) days
Counseling and Mental Health Center (CMHC) VOICES Diversity Discussion Groups

Survival Strategies for International Students  
Fridays 2pm - 3:30pm  
SSB G1.106  
schen@austin.utexas.edu

Finding Our Voice: A Women of Color Discussion Group  
Mondays 12pm - 1:30pm  
Gender and Sexuality Center, SAC 2.112  
kburdine@austin.utexas.edu

Queer Voices  
Wednesdays 11:30m - 1pm  
Gender and Sexuality Center,  
SAC 2.112  
djhanhah@austin.utexas.edu

Asian American Voices  
Wednesdays 12pm - 1:30pm  
Burdine Hall Room 560  
(light refreshments provided)  
schen@austin.utexas.edu

Black Voices  
Tuesdays 3pm - 4:30pm  
GWB 3200A  
kburdine@austin.utexas.edu

Latinx Voices: A Supportive Group for Latinx Students  
Tuesdays 2pm - 3:45pm  
GWB 1.130  
nvs@austin.utexas.edu

Each discussion group meets weekly throughout the semester.  
These are not therapy groups but rather opportunities for students to connect and engage in authentic, respectful exploration of topics relevant to their experiences as Black/African-American, Latinx, queer, trans, Asian-American, women of color, and/or international students on UT’s campus.  
Your privacy will be respected.  
Interested students can drop in at any meeting.  
Contact the group facilitators with questions or to receive reminder emails.

Subletting at University Apartments

Please be reminded that subletting at University Apartments is a violation of Texas state law and the University Apartments Terms & Conditions. Please be advised that general solicitation of the public through an advertisement is not an acceptable way to invite guests, paying or not, into your apartment.
Outdoor Safety

*Keep our little ones safe & smiling by following these 5 important safety tips:*

1. Hold your child’s hand when crossing the street.
2. Do not let children play or run into the street.
3. Tell children to look left and right when crossing the street.
4. Don’t leave young children unattended outside and discuss “stranger danger” and how to report it.
5. Ensure that children know their apartment & phone numbers.

Please use Apartments washers and dryers for only clothing and indoor linens.

Outdoor linens and car accessories are not allowed in the laundry rooms.
Tenant Advisory Board Updates

TAB MEMBERS

Brackenridge
Justin Power Secretary
Grace Hamilton Communications Chair

Colorado
Mohsen Babazadeh TAB Chair
Nicolas Emilfork Transportation Chair

Gateway
Maryiah Holubok Events Coordinator
Ya Ching Huang Garden Coordinator

Contact TAB
http://housing.utexas.edu/apartments/tenant-advisory-board

MARCH MEETING SCHEDULE

Brackenridge Apartments
03/07 - 7PM
03/21 -7PM

UPDATES

The Tenant Advisory Board (TAB) is comprised of two members from each complex and one representative from the Apartments Office. TAB discusses resident concerns and ways to improve life within the University Apartments. New TAB Updates:

- Maryia H. joined us as a Gateway Representative and Events Coordinator for TAB
- Vicky S. is our new Brackenridge Garden Manager

Performers Wanted For

Apartment City Limits!

Sign up at:
bit.ly.com/APTCL2017
Hi there! My name is Maryia and I am a PhD candidate at the Jackson School of Geosciences. I have been living in the Gateway complex for about a year and I am excited to have recently joined the Tenant Advisory Board (TAB) as an Events Coordinator.

Originally, I am from Belarus – a country in Eastern Europe, which is often called “blue-eyed” as we have more than 10,000 lakes on a territory that is slightly smaller than Kansas. Upon graduation from high school, I attended Belarusian State University where I earned a BSc degree in Hydrometeorology.

I worked as a research scientist at the ozone monitoring center and after some time decided to continue my studies on a higher level – that’s how I ended up at the University of Texas, currently pursuing my doctoral degree in geological sciences.

In my free time, I like exploring Austin which seems to be a very diverse, “flower-in-the-hair” community. I love traveling on a greater scale too and plan to visit more US states in the near future.

One more passion of mine is dancing. While I am not a professional dancer I enjoy it greatly. I have a particular interest in flamenco which I was first involved in during my undergrad time. After relocating to Austin it was a real pleasure to join one of the local flamenco groups and keep up a good dance!

I became a TAB team member at the very end of 2016 and feel honored to be a part of it. I have always enjoyed working for the betterment of the community I live in and believe that team work is the best way to do so.

As the Events Coordinator, I am looking forward to organizing events that will add a spark to the daily life of our University Apartments residents. Please feel free to contact me with any questions at m.halubok@utexas.edu.
Caribbean Jerk Kale Salad

**Ingredients**

- Kale
- Mango (chopped)
- Avocado (chopped)
- Red Onion (chopped)
- Cilantro
- Lime Vinaigrette
- Caribbean Jerk Seasoning
- Extra Firm Tofu (chopped)
- Olive Oil
- Shredded coconut (optional)

**Directions**

Separately chop 1 mango, 1/2 cup red onion, 1 avocado and your desired amount of tofu. Sautee chopped tofu in a skillet coated with olive oil and add desired amount of Jerk seasoning to taste. Cook tofu until brown. Combine chopped mango, onion and avocado over a bed of kale. Add sauteed tofu and top with lime vinaigrette and cilantro. Enjoy!

If you have a recipe you would like to contribute to the Housing Post, please submit your recipe to msmithy@austin.utexas.edu with your first name and recipe. Thank you!
MAINTENANCE REQUESTS
utdirect.utexas.edu/hfis/FAMS_famSubmit.WBX
A written version can be submitted at the office

PEST CONTROL
- Submit a Maintenance Request
- All routine pest control requests are scheduled each Monday through Friday from 8am-4pm
- You are required to leave your apartment when pest control staff arrive and remain gone for 2 hours
- Due to a heavy workload, the tech cannot return later that day
- Emergency pest control situations should be reported to the office

APOGEE INTERNET AND CABLE
CALL: 1-844-283-6498
CHAT: support@resnet.net
TEXT: "RESNET" to 84700

CONCERN/QUESTION ABOUT CAMPUS SHUTTLE
EMAIL SHUTTLE@UTEXAS.EDU

Our Vision
To create transformative living and learning environments where students feel safe, involved, and inspired to change the world.

3501 LAKE AUSTIN BLVD
AUSTIN, TX 78703
MONDAY-FRIDAY 8AM-4PM
512-232-5299
DHFS.APARTMENTS@AUSTIN.UTEXAS.EDU